
Radiodetection - RD312 Metallic Cover Locator

The RD312 locator sets a new standard of simplicity and dependability
for finding valve box covers, vault covers and manhole covers lost
under blacktop, concrete or grass verges.

The RD312 locator reduces time wasted looking for lost covers and is
the right choice for speeding up site work and achieving fast payback.

The RD312 automatically adjusts its sensitivity to suit its present
environment. It can be used near metal fences and even under
parked cars, with no loss of accuracy.

The range of facilities includes:

Easy two button operation, On/reset and Off

Automatic sensitivity adjustment for peak performance

Advanced electronics makes location less time consuming

Variable audio tone indicates presence of buried object

Angle and height of search head fully adjustable

Waterproof search head allows use in shallow water

Light and unique folding design for easy storage

Trenchless Utility Equipment Inc.
2070 Queensway Drive,
P.O. Box 1338 Burlington, ON L7R 4L9
Ph: (905) 634-0669 Fax: (905) 634-6685
info@trenchlessutility.com

For sales and service 
contact your local dealer:



Performance

The RD312 metal locator finds metal covers at depths down to:

10 cm (4 in) cast iron cover 30 cm (12 in).
15 cm (6 in) cast iron cover 41 cm (16 in).
10 cm (4 in) plastic cover with metal plate 20 cm (8 in).
Cast iron cover 43 cm (17 in) x 30 cm (12 in) 61 cm (24 in).
Galvanised steel cover 63 cm (25 in) x 48 cm (19 in) 6 cm (30 in).
Cast iron cover 63 cm (25 in) x 48 cm (19 in) 76 cm (30 in).
Reduced locating range very close to metal features such as    
metal fences or parked vehicles.
Ignores buried metal trash.
No interference from passing vehicles.

Features:

Easy two-button operation, On/reset and off.
Automatic sensitivity adjustment for peak performance.
Advanced electronics makes location less time consuming.
Variable audio tone indicates presence of buried object.
Angle and height of search head fully adjustable.
Waterproof search head allows use in shallow water.
Lightweight and unique folding design for easy storage.

By Choosing Radiodetection you have the confidence in knowing that
the products are backed by a package of customer service and
expertise renowned throughout the world.

Our web page has further information on our products and customer
services. Find us at http://www.radiodetection.com

Radiodetection products are under continuous
development are subject to change without notice.
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